MULTIMEDIA SHOW AND TELL

The SEJ Open Screen is a celebration of visual storytelling in Environmental Journalism. On **Friday, October 9, at 9pm** SEJ members are invited to bring slideshows or video to the screening night and share work with the group. Media producers as well as overseeing editors, publishers, and contributors are all welcome to show content.

**SIGN UP**

Look for a sign-up sheet at the SEJ info table. It will be available Wednesday morning. **This list will be called on a first-come-first serve basis, so sign up quick!**

**SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: VIDEO**

Videos should be 5 minutes in duration or less. We prefer longer works to be represented by an excerpt, rather than a trailer. Presenters should be prepared to introduce their clip and answer questions by the group. Pick a segment that gives us a window into your involvement with the piece!

Please have files ready for the evening on a computer or flash drive. Please provide HD H.264 files if possible.

**SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: PHOTOS**

Photographers and editors are encouraged to sign up to present single-story slideshows. Photos should be at least 1000 pixels wide (the bigger the better). Please limit slideshows to 50 photos. Please have a folder with ordered photographs ready on a computer or flash drive for the event. Each presenter is allotted 10 minutes to present, including Q&A.